Conjugate the phrasal verbs in each sentence so that it makes sense in each context

1. Is _________________ (Find out) about the latest news important to you?
2. Are you into _______________ (Work on) the computer?
3. Are computers good for _______________ (Work out) problems at work?
4. Have you ever _________________ (Carry out) an entire work project online?
5. How is your job _________________ (Come on)?
6. Could you _________________ (Come up with) the same work productivity while working from home?
7. Do you think the internet will ________________ (Turn into) a big problem in the future?
8. How often do you need ________________ (Plug in) your laptop computer?
9. Do you always ________________ (Turn off) your mobile phone at night?
10. Do you think the new apple watches will ________________ (Come off)?

*Ask and answer the questions with your partner*
1. finding out
2. working on
3. working out
4. carried out
5. coming on
6. come up with
7. turn into
8. to plug in
9. turn off
10. come off